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This play is a sequel to Zoom, A Play for Lockdown  
Music : Jazzy-frenchy www.bensound.com 
 
CAST  
 
John   A past member of the Club, now working away from Watson Town. 

Pascale  French. Eager helper to all.  Efficient. 

Tristram  Enthusiastic and flirtatious.   

Tamsin Shy vegan. Likes Tristram. Stressed in lockdown.   

Giles   Gruff military man, husband of Cheryl.   

Cheryl  Larger than life, highly critical wife of Giles.   

Fatima  Sporty, always “doing.”  

Serena Chair of the Committee.     

Patience American professional actress. 
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NOTES FOR STAGING / FILMING 
 
The company join a Zoom call in gallery view, providing a 9-way landscape of images. 
The 10th frame is reserved for the sound engineer or director (if there is one) and if they 
do not want to be seen they could turn off their camera and label the box “Prompt” or 
“Technician” or similar.   
 
Actors should change the name appearing in their legend box from your actual name to 
that of your amdram character as below.  Simply hover over the name then then click to 
change it.  The character name will then be seen across the frame when you are not “live” 
on screen and in the bottom left corner when you are. Turn your camera on so you 
become “live” as per the cues in the script. 
 

John   Skye Fishing Co-op Ltd 
Pascale   Mme Pascale  
Tristram   Tris@pink-kitchen.com 
Tamsin  Tams 
Giles   Major Giles 
Fatima   Fatima  
Cheryl   Cheryl 
Serena    Serena  
Patience  27847@spotlight.us 

 
Costumes, hair, props are random, provided as best the cast find possible given 
lockdown challenges and enthusiasm.  Review acts are random, to suit cast’s talents. 
 
The Second Wave stars the previous 8, as well as a new character, Patience Strong. 
It also has a couple of rather fiddly bits which may need a little attention before launching it 
on your cast.   These are: 
 
a) Fizz Buzz (pp14/15) 
 
For our recorded video version we attempted to run a virtual version of Fizz Buzz.  
However, we note that each person views the same Zoom call differently.  People appear 
in different tiles, depending on when they joined the call.  Therefore Fizz Buzz may not 
look correct if you follow the actions given (ie look left, look down, etc) if you are doing a 
rehearsed reading. 
 
The way round it is either cut this game out entirely or just lean into camera to say your 
line rather than use the actions in the script.  Give the cast a tile “position” once everyone 
is in place, as viewed by the Director.  This will determine which lines they say.  
 
b) The Review Acts (most of Scene 4) 
 
We chose these based on the talents of our own actors.  You are welcome to use these 
but if you have some specifically talented people, feel free to adjust the review acts to suit.  
 
If you can take a picture or record it, we would love to see these and hear your comments 
via our Facebook page www.facebook.com/groups/599801727304790  
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SCENE 1  
THE SECOND WAVE  
 
Lockdown is in its second wave.  Theatres still cannot open to the public.  Boggling 
Tales from Bog End has been on the website for a month.  Serena, Chair of the 
Committee has called the theatre group together on Zoom to discuss future plans. 
She is wearing her ribbon and badge of office. Serena, Tamsin and Tristram are on. 
 
Tamsin (waving and cleaning screen, wearing PPE) Hello. 
 
Tristram Hi dee hi, Tamsin!  Got your pants on today??  I'm just in boxers (titters) 
   It’s so hot.  What have you been up to this fine day? 
 
Tamsin Nothing, nothing at all.  I got this last week (waves a letter) 
 
Tristram Oooh, let me guess ... (Tams shakes her head to all of these) Won the 

lottery? ... Speeding fine? Letter from your childhood sweetheart? Your 
Mum? 

 
Tamsin I wish.  No, I've had my hours cut, now I'm part time and they still want me 

to work from home, so I won’t be seeing anyone. 
 
Tristram Well, you can still see me and we can still virtual hug. (Holds his hands out) 
 
Tamsin Thanks, Tris.  That means a lot.  
 
Fatima arrives.  (Puts her camera on)  
 
Fatima Anyone know what this is all about?  I've got stuff on. 
 
Giles arrives.  (Puts his camera on)  
 
Giles   Hahahaha here I am, have you been waiting for me, I hope I'm not late. 
 
Serena (officiously) Oh good, welcome Giles.  Is Cheryl coming?  
 
Giles  What???  
 
Serena Well, let's not wait.   Let me welcome everyone to our first meet up since the 
   brilliant Boggling Tales from Bog-End.  Well done to you all.  Firstly, so that 
  you'll all be able to remember what's been said I shall be taking my own  
  minutes ... 
 
Fatima (rolling her eyes) Right.   
 
Serena ... which I will then circulate to you all because ... this is a turning point for 
  the club. 
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Tristram  (Tristram agreeing with Fatima) God ! (then yawning) 
 
Giles  Hear that, Cheryl? 
 
Cheryl  Hang on I’m just coming. (brings G&T) 
 
Cheryl arrives.  (Puts her camera on)  
 
Cheryl  Oh - hi Serena.  Have I missed anything?  Awwwww what a line up, how  
  lovely to see you all again.  Where's Pascale?  This is very….. 
 
Giles  Stop blethering dear ... let the Chair speak. 
 
Fatima Yessss, MUTE, Cheryl! 
 
Cheryl  I wish I could mute him in real life! 
 
Serena Thank you. So that brings me to the first item on the agenda.  Item 1 - John 
  aka Fairy King is no longer with us. 
 
Fatima (shocked) Whaaaat? 
 
Serena   He’s gone to pastures new… 
 
Cheryl  (distressed) Oh no - how absolutely ... 
 
Serena (still smiling) Yes… he’s gone to the Great Fishing Co-op in Skye. 
 
Cheryl  (with drama)  Oh…he adored fishing. 
 
Tamsin (with a tissue dabbing her eyes) Oh no - rest in peace Fairy King.   
 
Serena   What's that, Tamsin? 
 
Fatima   Well it is a shock, Serena - you seem so matter of fact about his very, very 
  untimely passing …  
 
Serena   (with disbelief) No one has “passed”.   
 
All  Oh!  
 
Serena I've explained this badly. John has a new job on the Isle of Skye with a 
  fishing co-operative.    
 
Fatima   Well that IS a relief.  You got me quite moist there, Serena.  (Waving her  
  hanky) 
 
Tristram (mouths the word moist, quizzically) 
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Serena  May I continue?  (pause - mumbled yesses and nods) … and item 2 is that 
  my term as Chair expired during the first lockdown. (looks around for  
  someone to comment) 
 
Tamsin Oh well, I don't mind giving it a go, especially now I've got more time on my 
  hands? 
 
Serena  It’s a very, how can I say Tasmin, it’s an onerous role and carries great  
  responsibilities. I know I make it look easy but ... 
 
Tristram Well why not just carry on then, Serena.  It’s not a law, it's just a rule,  ... like 
  social distancing or masks. 
 
Serena  All committees need to play musical chairs every couple of years, keeps it 
  fresh. 
 
Cheryl  Unlike you and your PJ's, eh Giles.  (Laughs into her G&T) 
 
Giles  Harumph.  Trigger doesn’t mind.  (Trigger barks) 
 
Serena I've been thinking about it a lot and I have to say, playing Truly, PC Bright 
  and Maud online has whetted my appetite to tread the boards again.  I think 
  John was very happy to have a professional on his stage.  Lucky Fairy King. 
 
Cheryl Well, if we're talking suitability, we all know I am highly organised and 

efficient. 
 
Tamsin   Oh absolutely, Cheryl. I'd vote for you. 
 
Tristram   Me too…….. 
 
Giles   Bloody good idea, dear.  You've got far too much time on your hands. 
 
Cheryl  So I'd like to propose myself. 
 
Giles   Hmmm, just like you proposed to me 47 years ago.  Can’t believe I said yes! 
    I'd do less time for murder. 
 
Fatima  Is there anyone else? (Pause)  
 
All  (avoid eye contact, Tams is put out to have been overlooked) 
 
Fatima Hands up for Cheryl? (Show of hands) 
 
Serena That's a quorum.  Welcome to the Chair, Cheryl.  Congratulations. 

(Removes her ribbon and badge of office)   
 
All  (Clap) 
 
Serena So to the next point on the agenda ...   
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Cheryl  I'm really quite happy to take over right away, Serena.  If you stand down, 
  you're down.   
 
Serena Well, steady on, I ... I ... 
 
Cheryl So, everybody, my item 1 is the name of our club.  (counts on fingers) The 

Company Of Very Inclusive Dramatists is now clearly inappropriate.  
 
Fatima Why? We ARE a company, we ARE inclusive, VERY actually, and we ARE 
  dramatists.   What's wrong with our name all of a sudden? 
 
Cheryl  It’s not who we are, Fatima, its just that right now, I don’t see how we can 
   continue to be known as ... The (spells it out) C-O-V-I-D-S, COVIDs.  Not  
  now. (Giles does Fingers) 
 
Fatima  Oh God yes, never realised that ... 
 
Tamsin (sniffing her First Defence) That's definitely just wrong.   
 
Tristram Ah, yes, that's almost funny.  The COVIDs. (Haha) 
 
Tamsin Tristram, really!   
 
Cheryl  So, I was thinking simply "The Best Theatre in Watson." Hmmm? 
 
Giles  We can do better than that, old thing! How about The Fellowship ... um ...  
  Under ... um ... Covid Kibosh? 
 
Fatima Not exactly snappy, is it, Giles?  
 
Tristram   Hmmm - check that acronym?  (Haha) 
 
Giles  What?  (Steps through the words silently on his fingers) The Fellowship ..  
  um ... Under Covid Kie ... um FU (ck not said) ... Oh Ooops!  
 
Fatima.         Oooops! 
 
Tristram Maybe (doing fingers) the Company of Rather Amateur Players (winking,  
  the cast don’t get it)  Duh, The CRAPs? Hmm? 
 
Serena (Serena hasn’t got it) I think I'd prefer Real and Amateur Players, myself.   
 
John arrives in wet weather gear clearly wet (Puts his camera on)  
 
John  Hail! 
 
All  Hail Fairy King ... 
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John  (Whispering) My boss is out checking the trawler so I wanted to join in.  The 
  signal's awful in my digs so I thought I could quickly jump on his computer 
  and say hello ... (looks over his shoulder nervously)  
 
Cheryl  We were just thinking of a new name for the club, John.  Now, where did we 
  get to? 
 
Giles  Um The Squadron of Quality In Theatre Shows?"  
 
John  Very nice, if a little pompous, Giles. 
 
Tristram (Checking on his hands, as Giles had done and shaking his head) Check it, 
  Giles! 
 
Giles  Ooops?  (Steps through the words silently on his fingers) Oh SQUITS! God, 
  cant have that!  
 
John  (Whispering) Oh Damn he's coming back! (Calls out to his boss through the 
  window) "Och aye, just on me wee way..."  
 
Fatima Why are you speaking like that, John? 
 
John  I have to speak like that, I'm in Skye.  The boss doesn’t understand a word 
  of Surrey. Bye all!  (To himself as he puts his wet hat back on and heads out) 
  “Back ooot intee the driech I gee." 
 
John leaves (Camera off)  
 
Fatima Nice to see Fairy King.  Ah well, back to business.  As the theatre has that 

filthy squatter at the moment, how about ... the Place …Rogue Animals ... 
Trade ... um ... Skunk? (winks). 

  
Tristram   Haha, The PRATS, Fats - Good one! (Laughing) 
 
Tamsin (Horrified) That's horrid, Fats, and offensive, but I'm not going back in there 
  until its properly cleaned and fumigated.  (Starts cleaning) 
 
Serena Yes, our unwelcome theatre visitor will obviously have to be evicted, but for 
  now the Council have decided to just let him be. 
 
Cheryl  (Coughs to gain attention) ... or maybe we could just be "The Watson  
  Amateur Theatre Society?"  You see, Watson?  What's ON! (Hah!) 
 
Tristram   (Steps through the words silently on his fingers) But that's just another  
  one ...  
 
Fatima Its a play on words, Tris ... 
 
Giles  Yes! That's clever, dear ...Watson - What's On - capiche? 
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Tristram   No, I mean … (mutters) Oh just go your own way, don’t mind me … 
 
Cheryl  So, "The Watson Amateur Theatre Society it is then?  Good!  That's really all  

I have  for now.  I think we should meet again in a couple of weeks to start 
thinking about our next play and who will direct it.  

 
Fatima What about the Fairy in Skye? 
 
Tamsin Yes, it’s all on Zoom now anyway. 
 
Serena  (Imperiously) Actually, Cheryl, my final announcement as Chair is that my 

dear friend, the American actress, Patience Strong, has agreed to run an 
acting course to see us through this second wave.   

 
Cheryl  Um, social distancing ... and the fact that our theatre currently has a  
  squatter in it? 
 
Tamsin   How many metres is it now?  I could bring my tape measure ... (fades out) 
 
Fatima  (shirtily) Cant we just find another script? Our lockdown play was a wild  
  success wasn’t it? 
 
Giles    Hear, hear!  My old platoon certainly turned out to watch it and said that I  
  played an absolute blinder as the Colonel. 
 
Cheryl   That’s because you ordered them to give the entire project a thumbs up,  
  Nutty. 
 
Tamsin   I'd like to learn a few techniques from a pro, wouldn’t you Tris? 
 
Tristram   Oh yes I WOULD.  Never too old to learn new tricks, Tam. 
 
Tamsin   (peals of laughter) 
 
Pascale arrives.  (Puts her camera on)  
 
Pascale   (out of breath and a bit dishevelled)  I am so sorreeee, I was in Bee and Q, I 

got lost up ze one way aisle looking for ze screw.  It was so scareeee. You 
cannot turn back. I ad to call ze manager and ee sed “Don’t you worry love, 
I’ll get you out of here” - so he brought me a trolleee.  

 
All (Everyone looks totally surprised at her Northern accent) 
 
Giles    Thank you Pascale.  Can we get on please Serena.  I’m leading Bridge in  
  half an hour and I am indispensable. 
 
Cheryl  (sniggering) Yes!  … (dramatically) “Into the valley of death rode the…..” 
 
Giles  Cut it out Cheryl. 
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Fatima  Look - I hate to interrupt, though everyone else seems to be doing so, but I 
  do have my training to go to ... 
 
Tristram (quickly interrupting looking at all the cast but Fatima) Don’t ask anyone …
  please! 
 
Fatima   It’s a meeting for … my Ben Nevis challenge ... 
 
Serena   (interrupting) The Acting course will be on Tuesday evenings, starting next 
  week at 7.  That's the 26th.  
 
Tamsin   (sarcastically at Fatima) Are you sure you can, Fatima? You are so often 

busy with more important things. 
 
Fatima   (not hearing the sarcasm) Yes I am sure.  Thankyou, Tamsin.  I am sure I can 
  pick up one or two tips to add to my repertoire of acting skills.  I am  
  REALLY busy though, its not all Am Dram for me you know… 
 
Tristram   I'm ALL Am Dram me!  I love drama.  I AM drama! (wild laughter) 
 
Tamsin   Oh you’re so funny Tris.  I wish I could… 
 
Tristram  Now, now Tamsin.  Don’t get yourself too excited (they giggle together) 
 
Pascale   (who has recovered from her ordeal)  I sink yooo are sooo funeeee tooo, Tris 
  - ha ha haaaaaaa…but,… what eeezzz HUMDRUM?  I googled it, it means 
  boring, yes? 
 
All  Laugh and titter at Pascale. 
 
Serena   So, be prepared to put on your Alter Egos. 
 
Cheryl  (under her breath but interrupting nonetheless) You’ll be lucky, Giles.  You 
  still can’t fit into your clothes, let alone your Alter Ego. 
 
Giles    What?!  (pause staring at Cheryl) (looks at watch) Must be orf.  Bridge is 
  calling.  Come on Trigger, Toodle-pip. (Camera off) 
              
Tristram   Congratulations Cheryl! I'll bake you a cake. See you next Tuesday 

(Camera off) 
 
Tamsin   Yes, congratulations! Stay alert.  (Camera off) 
 
Fatima (singy voice) Kundalini. (Camera off) 
 
Cheryl  G and T time. (Camera off) 
 
Serena   See you next Tuesday. (Camera off) 
 
Pascale  (puzzled)  What eeezzz UMDRUM? Maybe it eez foreign?  (Camera off) 
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SCENE 2 
THE ACTING COURSE   
 
Everyone is on screen except John and all seem excited apart from Fatima, who has 
her leg up with a bandage on her knee.  General waving/sorting out of hair/clothes 
and bits and pieces on desks.  Cheryl is wearing the ribbon and badge of office.  
 
Pascale Zank you for your email, Cheryl.  I like to know what Vees means? Ze  
  Google sez eet ess illegal, Non? I do not wish to be illegal … 
 
Fatima           It’s Vice.  A vice is a deputy, silly.  
 
Tristram         In America it’s like … (American accent) De-pi-dee Dawg. (Dog howl) 
 
Cheryl            Pascale, you will be my right-hand girl.  I'm sure we will work well together.       
 
Pascale         OK - Sankyooo.  I would still like to understand what ze Vice does ... 
 
Fatima           (pointing to her knee) Is anybody going to ask me about this? 
 
All  (ignore her) 
 
Giles  I'm sure you're going to tell us, Fatima. Kneeling for the needy?  
 
Pascale       (drawing attention back to herself) Oh and nobody tell me wot 'Umdrum is!  
 
Giles              Humdrum? ... its life under lockdown, Pascale. 
  
Pascale         No….you say it when … 
 
Tamsin          (excited - hand up) I know, I know….She means AM DRAM.   
 
Pascale         Ouai! 'Umdrum! 
 
Tamsin  Its what we do Pascale - amateur dramatics, am dram. (laughs) You’re SO 
  French!!! 
 
Pascale         (feeling a little insulted). Ouai Ouai and you are so Inglieesh … 
 
Serena          Where is our guest? … She’s running late. 
 
Cheryl           Mmmmmmm - while we're waiting (looks around smugly) we might as well  

deal with the issue of our Village Hall.   
 
Tamsin          (interrupting and excited to impart the news) The invasion!    
 
Tristram         (looking concerned) You haven’t got mice again have you, Tams? 
 
Tamsin          (laughs hysterically). No, silly!  We're talking about that hippy squatting in  
  the Hall! 
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Tristram         Squatting, thats disgusting!!  I hope nobody saw him do that. 
 
Fatima           (rolling her eyes and patronising voice ) Oh you nincompoop, Tristram … 
 
Cheryl           Well, I'm pleased to say he's moved on, but the place is now a total mess.  
  The warden tells me he set fire to the kitchen and it will cost a fortune to put 
   it right. 
 
Tristram         The warden set fire to our village hall.  Really?  Why? 
 
Tamsin           I'm sure he didn't mean to.  
 
Fatima Duh?! 
 
Giles             The point is that while we're sequestered we need to raise some funds to 

repair the damage, otherwise we wont get back into the theatre at all. 
 
Fatima           Well, as I have recently injured my leg whilst ascending Ben Nevis step by 
  step …  
 
Giles         You did NOT Fatima !!!!!!! No one is allowed to go anywhere … 
 
Fatima          Well, obvs Giles! … I was going up and down my staircase as IF it was  
  Ben Nevis - 22,000 steps ...  
 
Giles              With or without kit? Mmm? 
 
Fatima (ploughing on) but on step 21,093 I strained my Lateral Collateral Ligament.   
  
Tamsin          Ouch, painful!! 
 
Fatima So the point I am making is that I have lots of time for fundraising ... and  
  loads of ideas ... 
 
Cheryl          Glad to have your enthusiasm, Fatima.  Let's share some ... 
 
Patience arrives, all scarves and a floppy hat.  (Puts her camera on)  
                       
Patience        (Sighs, sits down and gets comfy)  Here I AM.  Do forgive my tardiness.  
   I had an emergency. (Tamsin pulls mask on in case its Covid) 
 
Cheryl            Oh gosh!  I hope it’s not serious? 
 
Patience        It is.  No toilet tissue to be had anywhere and I am in need … 
 
All  (Totally stunned by this, particularly Tamsin) 
 
Patience does not notice as she is sorting her notes.   
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Serena           This is Patience Strong everyone.  She is my well-known … 
 
Patience looks up and as soon as she does, everyone is fully attentive with a smile 
on their faces like an obedient class. 
 
Patience       Thank you, Serena (Serena looks a bit put out) So, no doubt Serena has  
  already told you all about my career, let me know if you want an autograph.  
  Anyways, let's start with what we in the business call 'The Looseners'  
  (taps her pages, stands up and begins dramatically)  
 
All  (Engage with the process, even if a little panicked by the speed of the start) 
 
Patience        (Standing) Watching please … Breathe in through the nose, hold … and  
  out through the mouth. Ready?    
 
Serena           We can’t see you, Patience, could you, um, sit down? 
 
Patience        Oh yes. (Sits) I'm used to working in an auditorium, but then you know all  
  about that, I'm sure.  Let's start. 3-2-1 and … in ... hold ... out. 
 
All  (cast breathe noisily, Giles coughs, Tamsin realises she needs to remove her 
  mask)  
 
Patience Again. 3-2-1 … and in through the nose, (pause) hold … and out through the 

mouth.    
 
All (cast do this in unison with her)  
 
Patience Better. (pause) Now, watching!  Shake your hands and wobble your head 

like so. 3-2-1 and ...  
 
All  (light head shaking and tutting as cast attempt this exercise).   
   
Patience More effort!  (shakes her hands more wildly) 
 
All  (cast copy more wildly)   
 
Patience And ... enough!! 
 
Giles              (under his breath) Is she IN the army? … bit like drill if you ask me! 
 
Cheryl            Shut up Giles.  Makes a change you being ordered about … 
 
Giles              (under his breath) Hmmm, really dear? 
 
Patience       (sigh) Lets move on …  Now something to loosen the lips. 
 
Tristram Ooooh.  Sounds like my sort of exercise, Miss P. 
 
All  (Move their lips to loosen them, Tamsin puts on lip balm) 
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Patience  First let's practice our plosives. (flicks p's with her fingers) … and Pitter 
patter (x3) 3-2-1 and ...  

 
All  (cast copy) Pitter patter (x3) 
 
Patience Again, but pop those pees, the pee iss very im-portant (stresses the p)  
 
Tristram Did she just say ...? No.  
 
Patience  ... again 3-2-1 and ...  
 
All  (cast copy) Pitter patter (x3) 
 
Patience And now,  (uses hands) to touching our tongues to our teeth, and ...  
  Tip-toe (x3) 3-2-1 and ... 
 
All  (cast copy) Tip-toe (x3) 
 
Patience Again let’s have more tongue.  3-2-1 and ... 
 
All  (cast copy) Tip-toe (x3) 
 
Patience Now just follow me .. 
                                                                                                                                
All  Yes (rising) (cast repeat), No (falling) (cast repeat).  Yes No (cast repeat) Yes 
  No  (cast repeat) 
 
Giles  Sounds like our honeymoon, Cheryl! 
 
Fatima          (whispering aside) I could really do without this Serena.  It’s hurting my knee. 
 
Patience       Now the shoulders. (With moves) Shrrrrugggg and drrrropppppp.  Altogether  
  3-2-1 and Shrrrrugggg and drrrropppppp. (drops her voice dramatically) 
 
All  (cast shrug and drop as she says it) 
 
Patience Shrrrrugggg … and drrrropppppp.   
 
All  (cast shrug and drop as she says it) 
 
Patience  Good, now one side then the other. Off you go.  Right, left .... 
 
All  (cast join in again, beginning to laugh)   
 
Giles              (Under his breath)  Good God … 
 
FADE TO BLACK 
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SCENE 3 
PATIENCE IS A VIRTUE    
 
Cast are all enjoying the course but John is missing.  Patience has been teaching 
them Fizz-Buzz where players take turns to count in sequence.  Any number 
divisible by 3 becomes "FIZZ", any number divisible by 5 becomes "BUZZ".  They 
are just about to start when John arrives. 
 

Patience And its as simple as that ... (laughs), now its your turn.  Who's going to start 
  us off? 

John interrupts Patience, wearing wet weather gear.  (Puts his camera on) 
 
John  Hail! 
 
All  Hail Fairy King  ... 
 
John  (Whispering) The boss is sorting out his crabs ... (looks over his shoulder 
  nervously).   
 
Tristram How unpleasant. 
 
Pascale How is ze new chob, Chon? 
 
John  Bracing, I’ve been shucking with the skipper in wind that would (Scottish)  
  “crack your cheeks” as they say up here. 
 
Tristram Oh John, you don’t want chapped cheeks!  I’ve had that.  It’s not good. 
 
John  (Looking out the window) He's taking them off to market now so I can join  
  today's acting course? 
 
Fatima Great. Patience is teaching us Fizz Buzz. Patience, this is our Director, John. 
 
Patience So, if you're ready?  I’ll start 3-2-1 ... (if she's top left) 
 
All  Top Left   1   (looks left) 
  Top Centre    2   (looks left)   
  Top Right    FIZZ   (looks down)   
  Middle Right   4   (looks down) 
  Bottom Right  BUZZ   (looks right) 
  Bottom Centre FIZZ   (looks right)   
  Bottom Left   7   (looks up)   
  Middle Left   8   (looks left)  
  Middle Centre   FIZZ   (looks right)  
  Middle Left  - Agh 10, oh BUZZ (laughter from all)  
 
Patience (encouragingly) C'mon ... pick up the pace! 
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All  Middle Left    11  (looks left)  
  Middle Centre   FIZZ   (looks left)  
  Middle Right   13   (looks down)  
  Bottom Right  14   (looks right)   
  Bottom Centre   FIZZ BUZZ  (looks left) 
  Bottom Right   16   (looks right) 
  Bottom Left    17   (looks up, over and points)   
  Top Left   FIZZ   (looks left)   
  Top Centre   19   (looks left)   
  Top Right    BUZZ   (looks right)   
  Top Centre    FIZZ   (looks down)   
  Middle Centre 22   (looks left)  
  Middle Right   23   (looks up)  
  Top Right    24   (looks right) 
  Top Centre   25 Um BUZZ (laughter from all)  
 
Patience       Awesome ! I think that will do for this session.  Be sure to practice all these 

techniques at home before we meet again.  Next week I will be delving into 
your inner spaces.  

 
Tristram        You will NOT be going into MY inner spaces - that's just creepy. 
   
All  (cast make despairing gestures/faces) 
 
Tamsin          (looking worried with hand over mouth)   TRissssssss!!!!! 
 
Patience        (not hearing anything) It will be a journey of darkness, light, despair, joy,  
  digging deep and opening up … 
 
Cheryl           Well, I certainly won’t be opening up to anyone here (does up her top button  

or gathers her cardi around her) 
 
Giles            I thought my luck was changing for a moment there, dear! 
 
Cheryl           Shut up, Giles! We decided not to have children. 
 
Serena          (quickly) It sounds just perfect, Patience.  We very much look forward to  

your return next week, and thankyou.  We’ll do our homework. 
 
Patience  (Gathering up her hat, scarf etc) Yes, obviously, it’s all lockdown dependent.  
  I may get called.  I have to remain fluid. 
 
Tristram How unpleasant. 
 
Patience Remember, I’m a pro.  
 
Pascale         I weeel practis Pasee-unce - I like ze exerseees.  (laugh)  
 
Patience   It’s been emotional, darrlings. Departing! 
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Patience leaves.  Camera Off. 
 
Giles           Groan! (Head in hands) 
 
Fatima          I think I might be busy next week. 
   
Serena         Well, I am glad we all enjoyed the class.   
 
Giles         Did we?  I suppose so.  Felt like boot camp to me! 
 
Cheryl          Speaking for all, I must point out, Serena, that things like this aren't 

everyone’s cup of tea ... 
 
Fatima          Or glass of gin!  
 
Cheryl           … and we do have, how do I say it nicely, varying abilities here.  Could you 

point out to her that we aim to be an inclusive and professional … 
 
Tristram         (tetchily) As I said before, we are amateurs.  I pay membership, I don't get a 
  salary.  That's the difference. 
 
Giles             Let’s not get into that again. I, for one, don’t need a salary to buck up me  
  army pension.  Copious coppers in the crockpot, eh? 
 
Tamsin       Well!  It would be nice if I could. I only have a part time job now. (snivels) 
 
Cheryl           Order! Order! Giles, stop upsetting everyone.  Now here is what I propose. 
 
Giles  No more proposals, once bitten, twice shy, dear! 
 
Cheryl  Giles! Fundraising for the Village Hall, you, you …. Pascale, listen and take 
  notes.  I may need your advice. 
 
Pascale D’accord! I am Vice!  (holds up her pen and paper) 
 
Cheryl  I’m imagining a Fete.  A Virtual Fete.  Coconut shies, Tombola, Wack-a- 
  mole, Maggot racing, Best Dog … 
 
Giles  (Trigger barks) That’s right, boy.  Another rosette for you! 
 
Tristram How? 
 
Cheryl  I’m not a detail person, Pascale will sort all of that … 
 
Pascale (looks quizzical with no idea how to manage a virtual fete)  
 
Cheryl  Or, a Socially Distanced panto … 
 
Tamsin Where?  
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Cheryl  … in the car park.  Well they do Snow White on Ice at Wembley.  We just  
  have to think outside the box, push the envelope, if you will. 
 
Tristram Gotcha, Cheryl. (sings) Blue sky thinking. 
 
Fatima Pie in the sky more like! 
 
Tamsin That’s not nice, Fats. 
 
Fatima I do know a bit about charity stuff, Tams. 
 
Giles  Oh, no you don’t! 
 
Serena Oh, yes she does.   
 
All  (Laugh) 
 
Fatima I have got thoughts, if you want me to share, Cheryl.   I think we could use 
  the homework Patience set us to make some money for the Hall. 
 
Serena You mean the soliloquies? 
 
Fatima No, the monologues. 
 
Giles  How do you mean, Fatima? Patience wants us to find our favourite lines  
  and perform them individually next week.  Kipling’s “If" for me. 
 
Fatima But I’m thinking we can make much more of it … 
 
Tristram How? 
 
Fatima Well, we all have talents (somebody snorts) and things we do well, so why 
  not each choose something and get sponsorship to perform it in ...  
  um ...The Watson Amateur Theatre Society Review. 
 
Cheryl  What?  Like party pieces?   
 
John  You could run it like an Old Style Music Hall on Zoom.  (Sees his boss  
  coming, throws wet hat back on) Och God!  Got tee skedaddle. (To boss,   
  through window) Danee fash yesen, Boss, I’m on me wee way. (Heads out) 
 
John leaves  (Camera off)  
 
Pascale Bye, Chon. 
 
Tamsin Bye, Fairy King.  I miss you. 
 
Cheryl  Well, it’s not a bad idea, Fatima, I will ponder that, along with my other ideas 
   and Pascale will report back next time. 
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Pascale (looks completely non-plussed and shows lack of notes) 
 
Cheryl  Let’s call that a day.  You’ve all worked so hard with Patience, you must be  
  exhausted. 
 
Cast leave (All cameras off)   
Just Giles and Cheryl remain on line, trying to get out of Zoom. 
 
Giles        Cheryl… 
 
Cheryl   (tetchily but not really paying attention) Mmmmmmmmmmm 
 
Giles              Cheryl, old thing…… 
 
Cheryl            What? 
 
Giles              I think we should have dinner together tonight. 
 
Cheryl            What!!!!!!! You do????? 
 
Giles              Well the West Wing is a long way from the East Wing and the oven doesn’t  

work in my bit. 
 
Cheryl            Shame. 
 
Giles              Come on old thing.  I'm feeling a bit lonely. 
 
Cheryl            You’ve got the dog and anyway you are always having a go at me. 
 
Giles              Well……You’re not the same as the dog…..I think we should get together 
  and talk it over.  I was thinking Beef Wellington, roasted veg and Yorkshire 
  pudding. 
 
Cheryl            (softening a bit) Missing me, eh Giles?  I suppose the dining room is rather 
  large for just me.  Dinner does sound nice ... 
 
Giles             (coming in quick)  Excellent old thing.  I'll even put on my dress uniform.  

(Pause)  How long do you need to cook dinner?  Guffaw Guffaw. (Chuffed 
with himself) 

 
Cheryl           (Loudly and crossly) Well really Giles!  (Camera off)  
 
Giles             Well. That didn’t go so well boy.  (Dog barks) Baked beans it is. (Gets up,  
  sighs)  (Camera off)  
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SCENE 4 
THE FUNDRAISER 
 
All on camera except Fatima, Giles and John.  They are dressed up for the show, 
which is taking place in a few hours time. 
 
Cheryl      (with gravitas) Good morning, Serena 
 
Serena    (a little smug) Good morning, Chair 
 
Tris /Tams (both on camera giggling like naughty school kids looking at each other  
  pulling faces etc quietly).  
 
Pascale Hello (with a leaderboard showing cast by arrow showing how much they’ve 
  raised so far.  She is waiting excitedly to explain it, fiddling with felt tips etc) 
 
Tamsin Oooo we are like peas in a pod. 
 
Tristram    Cherries on a bun. 
 
Fatima arrives with patch over her eye  (Camera on)  
 
Tamsin      Straws in a glass. 
 
Tristram Batter on a spatula.  (Tris and Tams notice Fatima) 
 
Tamsin (concerned) Fatima - what’s happened? 
 
Fatima (down and emotional) You don’t want to know. 
 
Everyone WE DO! (everyone looking at Fatima on screen) 
 
Fatima     Well…..you all know how I damaged my lateral collateral ligament on Ben 

Nevis ... (waits for recognition) 
 
Everyone     Yes 
 
Tristram (jokingly but doesn’t go down well) Tell us again, Fats! 
 
Cheryl           Stop it Tristram. Go on Fatima, dear…..  (Tris looks crestfallen) 
 
Fatima          Thank you Cheryl ... and you will have noticed the bandage around my  
  knee which ... (gets interrupted making Fatima very fed up) 
 
Giles arrives with a shotgun under a cloth, a rag and cleaning fluid  (Camera on)  
 
Giles  Hello, hello…can you hear me?  Ah there you all are. (Looks surprised at  
  watch tapping it) Am I late?  Apologies everyone. 
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Serena         What have you been doing? 
 
Giles Ah, well, you know when I was Nutty? Well, I remembered I had me old 

shotgun in the attic so I've been doing target practice in the grounds trying 
to keep those damned squirrels orf my nuts! 

 
Tristram         How unpleasant! 
 
Serena Cruel. 
 
Giles  Well I've got nothing much else to do. 
 
Pascale         Yes Crueeelle. 
 
Fatima       Just nasty Giles (still put out that Giles interrupted her) 
 
Cheryl  Don’t worry everyone, I don’t approve either.  All those dead squirrels on the 

lawn it’s like a pet cemetery.  I won’t touch them.  I leave them to Trigger. 
   

Giles   Huh - don’t I know it.  Why don’t you cook them, or cook anything!  When I 
  was in the army ... 
 
Tristram         Can you cook squirrel?   
 
Fatima Are you done, Giles (Giles looks nonplussed)?  So, I tried to remove the tape 

and in pulling it off, whacked myself in the eye.  I had to have a virtual eye 
appointment with Moorfields. 

 
Cheryl  (sympathetically) Poor you, Fatima, you are the walking wounded.  
 
Giles  I was a walking wounded in the war when…. 
 
Cheryl  Oh button it, Giles.  Let's continue with our business shall we … Pascale? 
 
Pascale  Zank you Cheryl.  As you can see I have made a plonk … 
 
Tristram  I'm sure you mean a “Board,” Pas? 
 
Pascale  (not reacting) .. a board showing ze sponsor monee we have all been 

promised so far.  Tristram is best (points). He ‘as ze longest column.   
 
Tristram Steady on!  
 
John arrives and waves embarrassed to be late. (Puts his camera on)  
 
Pascale  Oh, 'allo John ... and Serena (points to chart) has £45 pounds exactly. 
 
Serena Thank you. I’m in the money, voicing for the BBC. It’s an irish monologue. 

(In irish accent) Inspector Snoide comes out again. 
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Tamsin (Serena looks smug) Well done! 
 
Pascale So - our total money is now £105 pounds and 3p.  It 'ees wonderful. 
 
Fatima Isn't the repair bill more like 30 grand with the new kitchen, roof repairs and 
  everything else? 
 
Tamsin It’s just a start, Fats.  Let's keep motivated.  It's important for our mental  
  health. 
 
Cheryl  I know we will achieve more when you've finished the website, Pascale.   
  How's it coming along? 
    
Pascale Done! I am maximizing our club's prominence among ze search engines. 

We will track ze key performance metrics using analytics tools and 
algorithms.  And, of course, Gee Dee Pee Are.   

 
All  (Look gobsmacked) 
 
Pascale Well, we cannot risk a sleep up. 
 
Tristram Sleep, what?   
 
Cheryl  Good.  So, shall we run the show one more time?   
 
Pascale Oh yes, we need to be perfect for tonight.  Ready! (Pause while cast put on 

their costumes, prepare their props etc) … Cheryl, You start. (Clapperboard) 
 
Cheryl  (picks up her notes) OK. Welcome to the fundraiser ... rhubarb rhubarb ...  
  Village Hall ... rhubarb rhubarb ... former glory.  Please be generous. OK,  
  Tristram will go first, so the last few lines of your Elvis, Hound Dog, please.    
  
Tristram singing last 2 lines of Elvis, Hound Dog with grand ending! 
 
Tristram You ain't nothing but a hound dog, crying all the time 
  You ain't nothing but a hound dog, crying all the time 
  You ain't never caught a rabbit and you aint no friend of mine 
  Do do do doooo Yeah! 
 
All  (Applause, after every act) 
 
Tamsin Fantastic, Tris! 
 
Giles  Jolly good, The King was a real man's man! 
 
Cheryl  Tamsin, can you show us your Marcel Marceau mime, darling. 
 
Tamsin shows the end of her Mime Act to “Vision On” music. 
 
Cheryl  Lovely, dear.  Serena, your lovely artwork now? 
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Serena holds up her wet paint on oil canvas  
 
Serena And let's look together as the final item is revealed (pulls off cover) just  
  gorgeous, isnt it? (smudges the painting with her fingers)  Ooops! 
 
Cheryl  Serena's beautiful artwork will be auctioned ... rhubarb ... rhubarb ... highest 
   bidder, thank you, Serena, and next Fatima and her ventriloquist puppet ... 
 
Fats shows us her appalling ventriloquism act 
 
Pascale (Clapperboard after she says GOODBYE and bows)  
 
Cheryl  Oh, its me ... I'll take the i-pad to the range on the day but it ends like this. 
  
Cheryl prepares squirrel pie by adding the topping. 
 
Cheryl  ... As I stir you can see how very tender it becomes.  Of course, if you  
  don't get this part right you'll have a stringy squirrel stew. Then you add the 
  herby crust. I use pre-bought on-line.  None of that 2 metre queuing for me.  
   And there you have the Montague-Smythe's Squirrel Pie. 
 
Tristram Handed down through the generations, eh, Cheryl! 
 
Giles  She can do it when she wants to, see? 
 
Cheryl  John?  Put down your scallops, we need your sweet Skye Sea Shanty? 
 
John's performance of Mull of Kintyre in scottish accent, on guitar 
 
John  Flickering embers go higher and higher 
  As they carry me back to the Mull of Kintyre 
  Mull of Kintyre, oh mist rolling in from the sea 
  My desire is always to be here, Oh Mull of Kintyre 
  (stands up to reveal a kilt and sporran) 
 
Fatima That was so moving, John, we do miss you. 
 
Giles  (impatiently) Shall I go, now? 
 
Cheryl  OK, OK, Giles.  That was lovely, John.   
  Now, last stanza of your Kipling ... if you're ready, dear. 
 
Giles reads Kipling's "If..." in a bold voice.  
 
Giles  (Starts “If” from half way in and continues until Cheryl stops him.) 
 
Cheryl  (Stopping him) Thank you, dear!  And after all your party pieces, I'll remind 
  the audience this is a fundraiser and wrap up the show. (Folds up her paper) 

Pascale Fantastique! 
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Cheryl  OK, you've got an hour before we're live! Break a leg! 
 
TIME LAPSE TO AFTER THE REAL SHOW, HUGE APPLAUSE HEARD. CAST HAVE A 
GLASS ON THE GO AND ARE FULL OF PRIDE.   
 
Tamsin I loved your bit, Tris.  
 
Tristram (impressed) Good Old Fats! Didn’t know you were such a cunning linguist! 
 
Serena Great work all.  It was really good. 
 
Giles  Top hole! 
 
Fatima I still think I should have topped the bill, really.  It was all my idea. (sulks) 
 
Cheryl Brilliant, show.  Well done everybody, a sterling effort. Where are we on the 

fund-ometer, Pascale? 
                                                                                  
Pascale Most of the village Zoomed in and even better, 28 of them watched until the 

very end!! (Reveals with a flourish) So ze Grande Totale is now £845 and 3p.   
 
Tristram Every little helps! 
 
Serena Very good. 
 
Fatima Hmmmm, s'okay but a long long way to go. 
 
Serena  True, but well done all.  Now, surprise! I've got our biggest fan on the 

phone? (Picks up phone) Do come on in. 
   
Patience arrives  (Camera on)  
 
Patience ( on zoom) Hi from the US of A folks!   
 
All  Patience! (Sit up straight like a class and some start pulling exercise faces)  
 
Patience I dashed home when Trump opened his air way and I just caught your show 

on You Toob.   
 
All  Oh! 
 
Patience It was awesome!  Such a cute idea for your little village club to support your 

little village hall.   
 
Serena Thanks Patience, that means a lot. 
 
Patience So, to my news.  They’re rerunning Cubby's back catalogue and that 

includes “Daphne's Discoveries”.  I made 130 episodes of that, so the 
royalties will be gigantic.  
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Giles  Oh well done, Patience, back in the saddle, eh? 
 
Tamsin At least someone's making money while still in lockdown! (sniffs) 
 
Patience So, your fundraiser is £29,154.9p short, right? 
 
Fatima Well, we’re doing our best, is not easy. 
 
Patience So, that's the exact amount I’ve transferred over to you. (Holds up credit 

card to the camera)  
 
All  (React)  Thanks!  Wow! etc 
 
Patience (Phone rings) Hi… Yoko, tea? Right, I'll be up in a sec.  Gotta go, everyone, 
  but slong, folks. 
 
Pascale (Adjusts her chart or claps her hands furiously!) 
 
Tamsin We’ve done it!  
 
Fatima £30 grand, just wow! 
 
Tristram Did she just say schlong? 
 
All  (Look at Tristram crossly and pretend to turn off cameras.  Tristram looks  
  flummoxed as to what he has done.) 
 
Giles  (Under his breath) I think that's really unnecessary, Tristram. 
 
 
Fade to black. 
Closing music. 
 
      THE END 
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